cells cannot progress into M phase (Edgar and O'Farrell, 1990). A possible example of the second mechanism is seen in fibroblast senescence, where accumulation of the Cdk inhibitor p16
Ink4 (p16) may be in part responsible for limiting the number of times normal fibroblasts divide in culture when stimulated by serum: early-passage human fibroblasts express low levels of p16, while latepassage, senescent ones express high levels (Hara et al., 1996), and embryo fibroblasts from p16 Ϫ/Ϫ mice readily escape such senescence (Serrano et al., 1996) . Taken together, these studies in mice, worms, and Why does cell death not increase in p27 Ϫ/Ϫ mice to yeasts suggest that both the accumulation of negative bring cell numbers back to normal? This may be because regulators and the degradation of positive regulators many cell types are increased in each of the enlarged may be required for developing animal cells to exit nororgans, thereby increasing the levels of many kinds of mally from the cell cycle. With these clues in hand, the survival factors. Similarly, some of the increased cell challenge now is to identify the relevant cell-cycle reguproliferation in these mice may be secondary to an inlators in different cell lineages and to determine how crease in growth factors produced by those cells that their levels and activities are controlled and how they have proliferated excessively as a direct consequence collaborate to stop cell division at the right time. When of the p27 deficiency.
Control of Cell Survival and Cell Death
we have this information for some representative human How are p27 levels normally controlled so that the and mouse cell lineages, we may begin to understand protein helps stop the cell cycle at the appropriate time?
why we are larger than mice. Recent studies in worms and yeasts may provide clues to the answer.
